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Bob Marley is the undisputed king of reggae music and a spiritual figure in the Caribbean and

beyond. His life and work continue to inspire generation after generation. Here are his thoughts and

words on...Philosophy "What we really need is the right to be right and the right to be wrong"

Success "Me no enjoy success, y'know. Look how slim me is. Me just come to do God's work, me

no really enjoy it." Music "My music will go on forever. Maybe it's a fool say that, but when me know

facts me can say facts. My music will go on forever." Sex "Children are wonderful. It don't take

plenty, y'know, just a nice girl who don't take birth control. Sexual intercourse is a wonderful thing."

Ganja "The more people smoke herb, the more Babylon fall." Himself "Bob Marley isn't my name. I

don't even know my name yet."
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This is a great read. It's been years since I've owned it, and I'm glad to have once again run across

it. Bob stood for something...for many things. He had ideals, he was real, he was an honest man,

and all of that comes through when he speaks. True, these are the words of an entertainer, but if

that's the highest label you put on him, you really miss out on who he was and what he has to offer.

Some of his views, you may not agree with; but remember that he stood by them, that he didn't back

down from them, and more importantly that he lived what he talked. This is a good read, because

it's light. If you are reader, like myself, then you can appreciate a lighter read at times, and this will



provide that. One more thing, Robert Nesta Marley was more than just a face on a t-shirt or a face

on blunt wrappers, he was a man who really made a difference in the world, more than many of the

politicians, that talk about change and about rights, Robert Nesta Marley was a man who genuinely

cared about people, and when you read the words he spoke all that comes through.

The book is entirely comprised of quotes from his life. I am a big fan of quotes, I use them a lot

when I preach and in essays for school. Not to say that his can be used in every situation but for

fans of Bob Marley it gives a better look at his opinions on several topics in his own words.

Great insights..Thanks.! ..Makabi of R&B....
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